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Unit Test 6PS01/01 (UT1)

1.1 General Comments

This was the fi rst exam assessing the new 2008 specifi cation. The two major changes to note being the 
introduction of a new multiple choice section and two questions, including the essay, being marked through 
levels / banding.

It was also the fi rst time candidates could be entered for an AS exam in January after completing only one 
term of the course.  

The fi rst striking difference was the number of pages left blank and unanswered by candidates. These were 
extremely rare. One might have expected the opposite given the new cohort’s early entrance to assessment. 
Generally most candidates had a good attempt at all questions, which was very pleasing. 

There were some real discriminators on the paper. Questions 4-6 on the multiple choice which dealt with 
A03 skills were only correctly answered by better candidates. Both questions on evaluating Agency and 
Social Identity theories proved to be very diffi cult for weaker candidates as did the specifi c requirements for 
the essay.

Evaluation still remains a problem for the majority of candidates and this was clear in some of the questions 
with an AO2 requirement. When it came to anything other than describe or outline, some candidates in the 
main struggled. The main distinction between more and less able candidates always has been the ability 
to elaborate. Higher scoring answers could back up a point with general and specifi c examples of research. 
Others fi nd it diffi cult to provide relevant psychological research and instead rely on anecdotal information 
which is not creditworthy. There are continuing signs of a gradual improvement in this area but it still 
remains the main differentiator amongst all candidates. 

There was a wide range in the quality of candidates’ written English.  Some students were able to give 
succinct responses with remarkable clarity given the pressures of an examination.  At the lower end, 
candidates’ ability to communicate their answers was poor given the level of study they have undertaken, 
with some unable to construct a legible sentence let alone extended prose.  Some candidates’ writing 
became very diffi cult to read.

There is still a small problem in reading scripts from candidates who have written in pencil or used faint 
pens. Candidates need to be reminded to use dark blue or black pens as to avoid legibility problems in 
marking. 
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Questions 1-10 Multiple Choice

This is a new feature of assessment and immediately became a differentiator between better and weaker 
candidates. Most did not fi nd this as easy as they expected and others struggled throughout the whole 
section. However those that took the allotted time, read the question and all the possible options, did very 
well. There were many instances where candidates changed their minds and put a line through the box, only 
to go back and cross it later. It should be made clear that these questions are not meant to trick candidates 
but at the same time are not give away marks.

Questions 4-6 were where some candidates struggled to decide on the correct answer. The themes of 
these 3 questions revolved around their practicals; designs, variables and hypotheses. Marks given were 
inconsistent as compared to the other multiple choice questions which were answered very well. However 
for question 6 which required two answers, nearly all candidates did cross two boxes and so had read the 
injunction correctly which was pleasing. 

Questions 7-10 which were based around non methodological questions were answered correctly by nearly 
all candidates. This perhaps indicates a preference to A01 over A03.

Question 11

This was typically answered very well with most candidates scoring both marks. It’s clear these fi ndings 
have been rote learned by all centres. The few that did not score full marks either got the fi gures the wrong 
way round or simply left the fi rst fi nding blank.

Question 12

This was the fi rst of the short answer questions that dealt with new material taught for the new 
specifi cation and where it was answered correctly, it was largely done well. The most popular variations cited 
were the infl uence of rebellious stooges; the rundown offi ce block and distant authority fi gure variations.

Of those that did correctly describe one of the variations done by Milgram, there were a fair number who 
simply confl ated different variations and consequently were not able to gain full marks. 

There were a number of cases where candidates described the original experiment or described Hofl ing’s 
experiment in its entirety as a variation. Meuss & Raaijmakers was the other study described by those who 
had misread the question.  
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Question 13

Part (a) was typically well answered and most candidates did manage to score full marks by defi ning the 
agentic state and citing an appropriate example. Weaker candidates were still in the main able to access the 
fi rst mark but found it diffi cult to elaborate or go beyond simply stating “obeying an authority fi gure”.

There were those of course who mixed agentic up with autonomous but pleasingly these were far fewer 
than in previous years.

In part (b) a number of candidates unfortunately just described Milgram’s agency theory (particularly the 
agentic and autonomous states) without getting to the evaluative element. Others who also misread this 
question evaluated Milgram’s study of destructive obedience, but in both cases these were in the minority.

There were some good evaluations, often with reference to other explanations for obedience which is not on 
the specifi cation and so demonstrated a greater depth of understanding of the topic.  Illustrative examples 
were often used such as Agency theory being an explanation for atrocities such as the Holocaust or the Mai 
Lai massacre, but only the better candidates really demonstrated how these examples illustrated Agency 
theory in action. Candidates who scored highly used evidence from real life situations such as the soldiers in 
WWII acting on Hitler’s behalf and were thus in an agentic state. 

Where marks were lost, it was typically because candidates made the relevant point i.e. “it has real life 
application” without expanding.  This was a shame as one often had the sense that the candidates had 
the information available but just did not go far enough in its provision. Others had prepared evaluative 
comments which were very weak (i.e. just naming studies without further elaboration of how they 
supported the theory).

Question 14

In part (a) the majority of responses related to Craik & Tulving’s study and candidates appeared to know this 
very well. Most picked up at least 3 marks, many gaining 4-5.  However candidates should by now be fully 
aware that they cannot achieve full marks for just describing the procedure which many did. Others were 
spending too much time outlining the aims and procedures (max 3) and running out of time/space to give 
results and conclusions. 

Some candidates seemed confused about the procedure of the experiment, referring to independent groups 
learning semantic, phonetic and structural words, showing no real understanding that it is the levels of 
processing, not different types of words, which was being tested. A number of candidates stopped after 
explaining the procedure and method, giving no results of conclusion where, again, one had a sense that 
this information was available to them.  Better candidates followed the aim, procedure, results, conclusion 
formula thus demonstrating breadth of knowledge.

Those candidates who did the Ramponi study had similar problems with the procedure. As the study itself 
has so many different components candidates that opted for this choice tended to dwell on how it was 
carried out.  However one had a sense of generally stronger candidates attempting this and some were 
typically complex in description. 

A minority of candidates who described Peterson & Peterson did very well but others seemed to struggle 
with the concept of trigrams and referred to these as word lists. Weaker candidates described other 
cognitive studies which were not on the list, such as Godden and Baddeley.

In part (b) candidates are still failing to spot the injunction to outline one strength and one weakness.  
Several candidates tried to claim that a strength of the study was that it supported a theory; there was 
evidence throughout this question and in other places on the paper of a continued confusion between study 
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and theory.

Most evaluation centred on issues of ecological validity and better candidates were able to access full 
marks.  Weaker candidates’ strengths were often a repetition of the conclusion of study.

Where methodological strengths and weaknesses were offered, they really needed to be explicitly related 
to the studies to be credible. Too many generic points were given which could have been said about any 
psychological study.

There was the usual case of strengths and weaknesses being written in part (a) by those who had not read 
the question.  

Question 15 

Most candidates were able to pick up marks on this question, however there were some initial concerns 
in terms of ethics, particularly asking people questions about racism and homosexuality. Centres need to 
keep an eye on this and remind candidates this could have serious consequences.  Some weaker candidates 
offered cognitive rather than social practicals, perhaps through lack of revision of the appropriate one.

In part (a) many candidates were able to recall the hypothesis of their survey, although a minority of them 
confused the alternative hypothesis with their null hypothesis. Others cited an experimental hypothesis 
which belonged to a laboratory experiment relating to the cognitive approach. As such these candidates 
gained no credit. Very few hypotheses were fully operationalised and many were phrased as research 
questions rather than predictions.

Better candidates did not get aims mixed up with hypotheses and clearly knew the difference between one 
and two tailed types. In this respect they easily scored at least two marks.

The problems offered in part (b) were disappointing often suggestive of lack of effort and application rather 
than genuine methodological issues “I didn’t have time” and some of the solutions indicated a lack of regard 
for methodological rigour “I had too many males than females so I removed their results to balance it out” 
(no mention of randomisation or other sampling issues inherent in this). Other weak problems were to 
do with the sample “not enough participants as we didn’t have enough time” One candidate wrote “One 
problem was the fact that the results had to be analysed”. 

Several candidates referred to problems such as being unable to decide how many closed and open 
questions to do, who to use as their samples etc.  These were rarely creditworthy.  Others failed to connect 
their points to their own survey (it may have been an accurate detailed problem) but tended to be a general 
issue with no explicit links to what they did.

Candidates who did well on this question were clearly outlining actual problems they had encountered such 
as ambiguous wording which was picked up in a pilot study or in analysis of the results themselves.  

Solutions given in part (c) tended to be strongest when the problems in part (b) were real or plausible. These 
candidates were able to gain good marks here and many used specialist terms and generally appeared quite 
knowledgeable about methodological issues in research.
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Commentary on Q15

Script A

Examiner Comments

1 – This is a basic hypothesis but is creditworthy and gets an additional mark 
for the elaboration and correct direction stated. 2

Examiner Comments

2 – Problem given is appropriate but is not elaborated enough to warrant a 
second mark. 1
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Examiner Comments

3 – Problem is not addressed in suffi cient detail (could have said how they 
would ask the participants via a questionnaire etc). However solution given is 
appropriate enough to gain one mark. 1

4 marks
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Script B:

 

Examiner Comments

1 – The hypothesis and stated direction both gain one mark each. 
However neither the IV nor DV are operationalised to warrant the third fi nal 
mark. Some indication of what is meant by “will favour” is needed. 2

Examiner Comments

2 – Just enough for a mark, the problem is a generic one which is 
appropriate. 1
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Examiner Comments

3 – Problem is addressed in suffi cient detail with elaboration (the 1-10 likert 
example is enough for the fi rst mark) to gain both marks. 2

5 marks
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Script C: 

Examiner Comments

1 – This is a basic hypothesis but is creditworthy and gets an additional mark 
for the elaboration and correct direction stated. The fact that it uses the past 
tense (“were”) does not penalise the candidate. However no mention of what 
the candidate means by the elderly or more prejudice means they miss out on 
a mark. 2

Examiner Comments

2 – Problem given is appropriate and is elaborated enough to warrant both 
marks. 2
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Examiner Comments

3 – Problem is addressed in suffi cient detail with good elaboration showing 
clear knowledge of the advantages of using open questions. 2

6 marks
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Script D

Examiner Comments

1 – The hypothesis and stated direction both gain one mark each. However 
neither the IV nor DV are operationalised to warrant the third fi nal mark. 
Some indication of what is meant by “will treat year differently” is needed. 2

Examiner Comments

2 – Problem given is appropriate and is elaborated enough to warrant both 
marks. 2
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Examiner Comments

3 – Problem is addressed in suffi cient detail with good elaboration showing 
clear knowledge of the likert scale and quantitative data. 2

6 marks
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Question 16 

Considering that this topic is quite complex it was refreshing to see better candidates appear to recognise 
the need for qualitative methods in psychology and cite its relevant strengths.  These candidates made 
explicit links with why this type of data might be preferred in psychology, i.e. making reference to the 
complexity of human behaviour and the diffi culty of reducing this to numbers. These candidates were able 
to score full marks, suggesting that this question was a good differentiator.

Others understood that they had to identify the strengths of qualitative data but then found it diffi cult to 
contrast with weaknesses of quantitative data.  

There were invariably those who confused both types and got them the wrong way round. Some gave 
strengths and weaknesses of qualitative data which is not what the question required.  

Question 17 

Part (a) was as expected generally very well answered and most candidates scored full marks. Many suitable 
examples were used which tended to be ones involving football teams. Better candidates constantly referred 
to in group favouritism to maintain self esteem. There were very few examples of the other two processes 
involved in social identity theory; categorisation and identifi cation.

Some candidates experienced problems with part (b) and responses were generally very weak. The 
overwhelming tendency was for candidates to simply describe social identity theory in detail focusing on 
each of the components, with no attempt at evaluation.

Those that evaluated SIT well included evidence from Tajfel, Sherif and other relevant studies such as 
Lalonde. More importantly they demonstrated how these experiments supported the theory and did not just 
describe them in isolation, as was the case with weaker candidates. When using illustrative examples such 
as football hooliganism more able candidates explicitly explained how the concepts of social identity theory 
explained such behaviour. 

Commentary on Q17b

Script A

Examiner Comments

1 – Clear statement on how the study supports the theory explicitly linked 
into the stages of the theory also.
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Examiner Comments

2 – Point is straight off the mark scheme as an application to real life. 

2 marks
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Script B

Examiner Comments

1 – The candidate has not answered the question and has described the 
theory instead of evaluating it. Not creditworthy.

0 marks
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Script C

Examiner Comments

1 – Candidate needs to say how the minimal group studies support the 
theory, no credit as the point is too general.

Examiner Comments

3- This very last sentence gains credit as it just about shows how the study 
supports the theory using in group favouritism.

1 mark

Examiner Comments

2 – These last three point are independent of each other and never fully 
elaborated upon to gain credit.
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Script D

Examiner Comments

1 – Candidate needs to say how the study support the theory, no credit as the 
point is too general.

Examiner Comments

2 – This next sentence however does gain credit as the candidate does show 
how the study supports the theory.

Examiner Comments

3 – Point is straight off the mark scheme as an application to real life.
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Examiner Comments

4 – Although this is quite a general statement it demonstrates enough 
knowledge of individual differences to gain credit.

Examiner Comments

5 – This fi nal point is a good application to real life and thus is creditworthy.

4 marks
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Question 18 

There was a great deal of variation in how candidates attempted this question.  It is very clear that some 
candidates do not plan their work as they missed some main points out.  The majority were very good at 
describing cue dependent forgetting but not comparing it with another theory.  If included, this tended 
to be simply an outline of another theory with no comparison which restricted candidates’ marks.  Most 
candidates struggled with this element.  

Despite this, candidates seemed very able to describe cue-dependency and there were examples of well 
elaborated explanations of context and state dependency.  This certainly highlighted better candidates who 
were able to give relevant psychological examples of both sets of cues. This was in contrast to those who 
although knew the difference gave colloquial examples or could not elaborate on the types of cues at all.

Interference, trace decay and repression were the most popular theories of comparison but only better 
candidates actually compared. So a typical response here would be to highlight how cue dependent 
does not take biological factors into account for forgetting but trace decay does. This was one of the 
differentiators determining which band the fi nal mark went into. Others just gave detailed descriptions of 
theories with a stab at comparison towards the end. Weaker answers just described Multi Store or Levels of 
processing to no avail.

In terms of evaluating cue dependent theory itself, weaker candidates went into a great deal of detail 
about the Godden and Baddeley study rather than simply reporting its fi ndings as a supportive piece of 
evidence for Cue Dependency. They would then completely focus on evaluating the study in isolation with 
no reference to the theory at all. In essence these candidates were answering a question on describe and 
evaluate the Godden and Baddeley study.

Only the more able candidates were able to make use of supporting evidence and applications to real life. 
This coupled with effective comparison pushed them into the top band of marks. 
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Commentary on Q18

Script A

Examiner Comments

1 – No use of correct terms for cues, not saying which is which. Needs to add 
in both names of the cues with an example to move up a level.

Examiner Comments

2 – Overall a very brief introduction to the theory.  Candidate is thus 
demonstrating brief answers at level one making simple statements.
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Examiner Comments

3- Not enough detail on interference theory, needs mention of the two 
types of interference and a direct comparison made with cue dependency as 
required

Examiner Comments

4 – Attempt at comparison is weak and not comprehensible.
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Examiner Comments

5 – A good passage saying how the study supports the theory, using correct 
terms. This section would be worth higher level marks than points 1-4

4 marks
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Script B

Examiner Comments

1 – A good intro to the essay clearly defi ning how the theory explains 
forgetting
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Examiner Comments

2 – Good defi nitions of both types of cues followed up by relevant research 
examples which demonstrates clear understanding
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Examiner Comments

3 – The correct way to use a study to support the theory. No long description 
of the whole Duka study, candidate has been concise in describing how the 
fi ndings support the theory.

Examiner Comments

4 – Excellent comparison point with another theory, put really well.

11 marks
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Script C

Examiner Comments

1 – This is purely descriptive and needs at least one comparison with cue 
dependency in terms of how they differ in explaining forgetting

Examiner Comments

2 – The strengths are not elaborated enough to warrant credit. Especially 
the fi rst point which needs to say how cues can help students revise more 
effi ciently for an exam.
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Examiner Comments

3- A very confused paragraph which makes sweeping statements which are 
not clear. This makes it diffi cult to give any credit as it seems the candidate 
is not sure about what they mean. Lacks clarity and organisation which is 
indicative of level two.

6 marks
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Script D

Examiner Comments

1 – A correct but fairly simple example of state cues which do add to the 
weak defi nition
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Examiner Comments

2 – Again the application to help students revising is correct but could be 
expressed better to demonstrate effective extended writing for level 3 
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Examiner Comments

3 – Very brief simple statements shown about another theory which needs 
expanding on in terms of types of interference to move out of current level 1

Examiner Comments

4 – Correct study is used but never clearly stated how it supports the theory. 
Candidate just needs to add that words learned and recalled in different 
environments led to forgetting as the original cue at learning was not present 
at recall.

7 marks
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Statistics

Grade boundaries

6PS01

Grade Max.Mark A B C D E

Uniform boundary mark 80 64 56 48 40 32

Raw boundary mark 60 43 38 34 30 26
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